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A young researcher’s
guide to creating an
online presence
Edward Junhao Lim

@BarbarianEd

Preamble
What this presentation is NOT about:
●
●
●
●

LinkedIn Premium account
Twitter veriﬁcation
WeChat Oﬃcial account
Personal branding

Create a cohesive
presence. Improve your
online visibility. Highlight
what you want seen.
Forget everything and
enjoy.

1.
Create a
cohesive
presence

1. Create a cohesive presence
2. Improve your online visibility

3. Highlight what you want seen
4. Forget everything and enjoy

Plan to update your proﬁles whenever you
update your CV.
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“We are over hyping the beneﬁts of social
media and way underplaying the negatives
and the costs.”
Cal Newport, Provost's Distinguished Associate Professor,
Department of Computer Science at Georgetown University
📸 Daniel Rosenbaum for The New York Times

Have your own landing page. Please establish
yourself as the authority for all things you.

📸 As seen on Stewart Butterﬁeld’s tweet
back in Nov 2016
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There are too many platforms out there.
There isn’t One platform to rule them all.
Platforms evolve all the time, and (almost)
everything will exist on the Wayback Machine.

烂棉花短纤维织不出好围脖;蛆虫和大
粪成不了好环境。
You can’t knit a good scarf out of rotten cotton and
short threads; you can’t make a good environment out
of maggots and sh**.
Guo Yuhua, Professor, Department of Sociology at Tsinghua University
📸 Guo Yuhua for The China Channel, Los Angeles Review of Books
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If Weibo is the town square, WeChat is a private living
room — it facilitates community interaction but oﬀers
fewer opportunities for mass mobilization.
Yi-Ling Liu, “Waving goodbye to Weibo”, Rest of World.

Always consider your audience.

2.
Improve your
online visibility
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Pick your preferred platform.
Yes, just one.

Dr Li Xuan at a talk (screenshot from video) in Aug 2019

Wharton Fintech Podcast featuring Dr Jing Wang

A couple of years ago, LinkedIn invited me to write a
piece for International Women’s Day, exploring gender
and race inequality in the workplace. I wasn’t sure
whether I should, but it’s such an important topic to
cover, that I decided I had to. Doing it on LinkedIn
means I can reach a new audience of people who will
be interested.'
Dr Jon Wilson on a promotion video in Oct 2017

Dr Jon Wilson at NTU Academic Publishing back in Apr 2013

📸 As seen on Eric Hundman’s tweet in Jan 2021
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Be a trailblazer.
Or be a trailer. It’s okay to follow the crowd.

Darrion Nguyen & his inspiration: Dr Samantha Yammine

3.
Highlight what
you want seen

How about a one-stop for communicating &
showcasing research from NTU graduate
students?
📸 UConn Research LinkedIn page, &
Humans of Singapore (@humansofsingapore) Instagram page
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Consider the many tools available.

📸 Bill Bishop; Center for Strategic and International Studies from
South China Morning Post
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Learn to communicate in plain language,
and to the layperson.

“... her Letters from an American provides a daily
news overview of US politics and now has
350,000 free subscribers. Over 15,000 pay $5 a
month for some additional functionality.”
Monique van Dusseldorp, Van Dusseldorp’s Future of Events.
Heather Cox Richardson, Professor, History Department,
Morrissey College of Arts & Sciences at Boston College
📸 Tristan Spinski for The New York Times

4.
Forget & enjoy
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Forget a goal-based approach, focus on
developing a system-thinking approach. Don't
be obsessed with metrics and indicators.
Ask yourself what is the value you bring to the
table. Focus on what sparks joy!

Thank you,
questions?
Let’s have a conversation.

bit.ly/YoungResearcherSlides

